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INITIAL PHASES OF A RED GIANT :
COULD THIS BE WHAT OUR SUN IS GOING THROUH, I WONDER?

As the Sun radiants burst out matter and energy which flows quickly into
the planet's poles, it travels directly into the north section of the earth as
an “inbreath”. It occurs in one straight downward direction, it spins to the
center core, and then streams out with an opposite spin on the other end -
just like a sparkling light crystal reaction: (two cones in the crystal - narrow
to a point)and the energy increases at the point and then the counter spin
releases out of the other cone path in a “outbreath” exiting in a clockwise
motion.  
   
It is theorized that all luminous objects in space have an heavy core (said to
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be iron and to be electromagnetic) as heavier matter sinks. It engages
directly with many connections in both planetary bodies and stars.  In this
early process (as the original core formed) its was actually imprinted in the
iron itself from its development, and as a result of its impact - when that
same star is near, it responds uniquely to its origin. Could this action be
happening with our Sol?

It is highly likely the process transformed our Sun resulting in not only a
TWIN, (a binary star) but also a third attachment of creation.  A trinary
relationship interrupts the normal orbit of a star, altering the dynamics in
the vastness of space with special connections. Sol may be drawn to its twin
neutron star and yet engaging spontaneously, and simultaneously with the
Red Star of its opposite responding in kind, as an "Attractor".  Thus
allowing Bi-Location.  As identical twins can be bilocated … even a third
attractor can arrive being both attractor/repeller. Imagine a potential    
"tri-local body". Any twin, it is theorized, can be in two places at once by
switching to its other self. Imagine being in both places at the same time
and being able to flow back and forth effortlessly.  However the story
darkens with the introduction of this third trinary relationship, the opposite
polarity starts a entropic relationship that is out of balance.  Just imagine,
as it gets closer the Red Star begins to draw in extra material in
dimensional fields, stripping the Sun Shine from its outer shell disrupting
the orbit along with all its spiraling bodies.  

If the sun is triggered to evolve to its next stage (Red Star) many changes
would occur in the solar system. If so, we might see on earth ~a dusty, haze
cloudy substance would escape from the Sun, bolts of plasma, wriggling
oblong material in the sky, & X-ray lambent beams escaping, and this would
envelop the earth or any planetary body exterior reacting to the chemical
changes within its own atmosphere causing gaseous reactions/imbalances
(potential explosions of mixtures) and visible odd shapes of floating
material transforming their normal states.

How do these parallels react? 

For example, Carl Sagan says that the 4th dimensional tassarat can't be
seen. But its there.  A model he explains, shows a cube in a cube. 
Dimensions don't allow you to see the other objects: all you see is the
imprint ( as if a sliver of the object may be visible) thus only bottom &
sides."  Therefore, we may not see all dimensions of this object. 
Therefore, it could also appear as a halo or a upside down rainbow.

Sol in this state joins its twin or trinary, which may pull in objects such as
Red & Brown Dwarfs as arms bob up and down in the Milky Way's spiral
action.  This state may include an attraction of even more material causing
“defenses down or space fences up".  If they are weakened or down Red
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Dwarfs are invited in to rejoin in the trio event.”

Theorists say the transformation changes if gravity unlocks, then the twins
are free to roam no matter the distance.  Since our Sun is moderate in size
it may mean its binary is very large and once aligned with our sun it could
produce a halo like effect.   Have you noticed a multiple ringed rainbow or
halo around the sun?  If a red dwarf is nearby different interactions can be
expected.  A RED DWARF (although distant) could even be attached to the
backside of the SUN with only its red glow visible from behind.  Alignment if
magnetically linked in the triad would be visible as its binary petals out red
light orb reflections consistently while pulsing and flickering wildly.  But
more likely this "clan-destined" RED STAR binary is actually the trinary
mate, being a true twin that can be in both places at one.  At home in its
relationship to another star seeing two parallel dimensions simultaneously. 

Where do planets and moons come from?

Have you ever wondered, where do planets & moons come from? Is it
possible that Red Dwarf Stars build new planets during this rare exchange
of energy?  Would they use spent cores of blown supernovas to re-spin a
new planet or moon?  And is a moon just a new stage in this development? 
After all we now have two moons. Does the Sun make failed planets into
moons automatically?  And how do regular planets become “gas planets”
when they are the same size?  There is much to learn about space and the
creation of objects in space. And we have not heard the real story just yet.

Where is our Milky Way galaxy located?

In one article, some theorize the Sun’s origin was from the Sagittarius
Dwarf galaxy, or that the Milky Way is somehow entwined in the Sag galaxy,
resulting in our galaxy eventually engulfing the smaller one.  Of course, the
Sagittarius arm is on our opposite side: Orion arm on one side, the Sag arm
on the other facing the Galactic Core puts our position in perspective. 
Whatever the final outcome, the cycle of life appears to be renewed over
and over as matter interacts with millions of celestial bodies.
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